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INTEGRATED LAND USE - B.C. EXPERIENCE - G. RUNKA 

In this era of talk about ecological land use planning, quality of the 

environment, pollution and land use conflict, there is increasing concern about the 

land and its performance characteristics. However, in B.C. we have few direct 

comparisons of the various potentials or best land uses as a guide for administrators, 

planners, etc. who are considering integrated land management. Discussion of land use 

conflicts goes hand in hand with discussion of compatibilities and integrated land use. 

People as individuals or groups seldom seek balance; they want something that tips 

their way, when we are talking of integrated land management. In B.C. as in other 

places, it is the exception rather than the rule when two or more uses are really 

equal on either a single unit of land or a complicated pattern of lands in a river 

valley or region. Thus we come to the term integrated use rather than the commonly 

used term of the recent past "multiple use" as defined by such organizations as the 

U.S.F.S. Of course on a single piece of land many uses may be possible, especially in 

a complicated physiographic area such as B.C., but sooner or later the decision will be 

made that some use or product is the prime one and all other uses will be tolerated 

only to the extent that they do not deleteriously affect that prime use by one set 

of criteria or another. Further, the prime use may change with the time, economy, 

and circumstances. 

Many decisions of land use are political - that is, they are based on the 

desires of people expressed in the many ways possible through the process of government. 

Not always good and not always bad. 

We have to face it, The race for space is on. Everyone wants the most desirable 

land. With the demand for land for all purposes, steadily growing, we are faced with 

the necessity for broad, large-scale environmental planning, as well as detailed planning 

at the local level. I should like to emphasize at this point that integrated land use 

planning and a meaningful life style, will call for an examination of the total landscape 
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for its inherent natural values, with socio-economic factors being superimposed. I 1m 

sure you have discussed these natural values in previous : lectures and lab. sessions 

and I will discuss later in some detail one method of Land Capability Analysis being 

carried out in the province which I look upon as a first step in integrated land 

management or land use planning. 

In many areas land uses have competed with one another, very often to their 

mutual detriment, so that progressive corrnnunities or regions have come to give increasing 

thought to integrated planning in such a way that the best use is made of the land 

available. In B.C. two broad uses of land can be distinguished -- those producing 

commodities for consumption (forestry, agriculture, wildlife, water) and those pro

ducing non-consumptive values such as desirable environment for recreation, parks, etc. 

There is some doubt whether consumptive uses are complementary or compatible, at 

least if they are looked on as equals. Thus forestry and agriculture should seldom, 

if ever, be practised together at the same time and place, unless one or the other is 

given primacy. Should recreation be allowed to interfere with forestry land use as 

long as recreational gains exceed forestry losses? There is a need - and quick to 

establish criteria to judge what are the needs, what are the maximum benefits that the 

land can yield, and what economically and socially desirable "mix" of complementary 

or competing uses for each land area may be. The concept of integrated use is decept

ively simple at the surface. There are inevitably conflicts between would-be users 

and the managers who are responsible for maintaining the land's productivity. One 

thing is clear: integrated use without undue conflict is feasible only after national 

and regional policies and objectives have been defined, and after land-use plans and 

management plans have been drawn up with full awareness of social and economic needs. 

Then the various permissable uses must be carefully coordinated by place and by time. 

There are many possible combinations of integrated use relationships, which 
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may be supplementary, complementary, or conflicting, and these relationships will vary 

in turn with the relative degree of use. It will require continuing evaluation of 

alternatives to arrive at continuing partial solutions. The inter-relationship of the 

physical resources is only one area of concern; it merely indicates the range of 

physical possibilities. The basic problem is created by the use of these resources by 

a number of operating units. These units must make a series of investments and adjust

ments in their use of the physical resources to provide a range of products and satis- _, 

fact ions. 

In B.C : , over 90% of our land is still in public ownership, and therefore one 

would first assume that integrated land use planning would be a fairly easy task. This 

is not necessarily so, as you can see by some of our present day problems. (SLIDES) 

Obviously we have some problems and the problems of integrated land use in B.C. are far 

from simple. 

What can we do about them? To add to 
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jealousies ~ etc. which have 

the problem further, we have our pro

direct effect on natural resource fessional biases, 

management within the province and outside it. 

It seems most resource professiona ls want single use on our lands and integrated 

use on the land of others. 

For example: 

(1) Recreation managers criticize forestry for the scars, pollution and erosion 

of improperly placed logging roads. The parks man will suggest that 

integrated use can not be applied to parks except that there are many 

kinds of recreational uses possible in the parks. In turn, the forester 

criticizes recreation for the scars, pollution and erosion of improperly 

designed ski hills or suggests he might be able to log decadent stands 

within parks and in a short time have a young esthetically pleasing 

forest. Recreation feels forestry does not allow enough recreation. For-



estry feels parks exclude too much forestry. 

(2) The wildlife land manager mourns over lost forest cover on some key 

winter ranges but has never connnunicated to anyone the location and 

size of the management unit required for the herd to continue. Forestry 

in turn mourns lost seedlings destroyed by game, but has seldom asked 

the wildlife biologist the best time to plant from that point of view. 

(3) When uses are compared, a sector often takes its most efficient uses and 

compares it with the average or inefficient use by another sector. 

(4) The substance of argument presented by hydro interests is that they are 

servants of the people - dams and other installations are built to provide 

the irrigation for agriculture, the power for industry, the power for 

homes. They will tell you integrated use occurs on pondage areas and that 

downstream benefits are integrated use. What would we do without power 

even though some view the actual flooded area as an extreme of unipurpose. 

(5) The agriculturist or rancher is convinced that wildlife and domestic 

ungulates are quite compatible on the same lands as long as his animals 

are allowed to overgraze winter ranges and that wildlife are prevented 

from entering his field crops. 

(6) Mining interests suggest their sites are small and always are restored, 

while the preservationists or conservationist suggests the necessities 

of tomorrow provided by the mining industry may not be possible because 

of the extravagance of to-day. 

(7) Agriculture and forestry uses often conflict but economics (specially 

selected and perhaps viewed from a bias) show that the conflicts are to 

be resolved in favour of forestry. 

- - - on and on with further examples 
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This makes integrated use over such a diverse landscape as ours very difficult 

indeed, when we fail to get together before action is taken. The secret here lies 

partially in the field of corrnnunications and to this end I would like to describe a 

first step toward integrated land use planning now being carried out in the province. 

It would be a useful first step in integrated land use planning, then, to 

indicate the primary physical capability of each landform based on inherent soil and 

climatic characteristics. This should act as a base against which social and economic 

requirements can be matched. This process should show where requirements are met by 

prime physical capabilities and where they are superfluous. Further stages would 

determine where requirements are not met by prime capabilities only and would dictate 

looking into lower capabilities in that sector to satisfy requirements. 

To some degree the CLI provides some of this basic physical data and an 

integrated approach to a physical capability analysis is being carried out as follows: 

(slides and L.C.A. paper - page la+) 


